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In the Club of the Unknown, where the music blares and the faces are hidden behind masks, Gwyn

meets a boy. Not just any boy, but one she is certain she has met before.Only that's not

possible.Gwyn lives in the last city of men, where memories are made through repetition and

yesterday is forgotten with the reset.The world has peace, what's left of it anyway. Peace that has

been gained through sacrifice.But as behavioural school ends and Gwyn is sent out into the work

force, she discovers that not everyone resets. Not everything is as it seems. The peace they live in

is as fake as the masks they wear in the clubs. She starts to see that the walls surrounding the city,

to keep the monsters out, might actually be keeping them in.And maybe the boy she thought she

knew, isn't what he appeared to be at all.Don't miss this exciting new Post-Apocalyptic Romance

from the author of the bestselling series The Born Trilogy!
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This book blew me away. I read SO many books every year, and often grab from the YA shelf



because YA tends to write a lot of time travel/dystopia/alternate reality a lot more than "adult" writers

do. I had this book and its sequel sitting in my Kindle for over a year before I started reading it this

week, and Oh My Word, if I had known how good they were I would never have waited so long. I

could not put these 2 books down. I was reading them in the kitchen while cooking supper, at work

in between projects, and in bed long after I should have gone to sleep. The story was incredible, all

the twists and turns absolutely riveting. And if you think it ended good, and you don't want to read

book #2, you are insane, because book #2 is even crazier. It opens with a bang and upsets the

entire love triangle. I am way too old too be freaking out about a young adult dystopian love story

this way but seriously, so good.

How an author can come up with such an amazing story as this proves Tara Brown is a discovery

that needs recognition. Tara Brown, AE Watson, et al, I have recently, delightedly found.

Imaginations is one of two books in this series. I've only gotten half way, but since reading just a few

of her achievements I can only guess where this will take me. I can't stop....I'm going to read ALL

her writings. I'm addicted! Glad to leave the world of reality, each night! Escapism at its best! Wow!

I liked the book as a whole which is why I gave it 4 stars - it didn't receive the full 5 for a few

reasons. One, it felt sort of rushed to me - there could have been a lot more character development

(and I felt like it was really needed with the main character who went from someone without a

thought in her head to someone who could kill without any training in a space of a month). There

were also things that were glaringly left unanswered, like why did Gwyn tell Amber she only had to

worry about resetting for another three months? That was never explained and it didn't make sense

with people there clearly longer than three months but still resetting. Another problem for me was

the ending - it totally felt rushed and confusing. Not sure if I'm going to pick up book #2 or not and

for me that's a big sign that something was missing to me if I don't automatically go into the book

series.

This is the first book of this genre I have read and I have to admit, it will probably not be my last.

After reading this author's zombie series, I had to have more of her to savor, so that being said, I

downloaded a sample of this book and was immediately sold. Her talent for spinning a tale is like a

sweet addictive nectar. Her characters are complex with a vividness that tweets your brain in to

believing you had to have met them somewhere in real life. Her plots are unique and spellbinding

catching the reader, within the first few sentences, in a tight grip that will not let go until the very last



word of her novel is digested. Then you finding yourself as I did, muttering,"there had better be

another book that picks up where this one left off!" Truely enjoyable! NOW, WHERE THE HECK IS

THE NEXT BOOK! ;-)

Imaginations Kindle Edition by AE Watson is a wonderful story filled with adventure, horror, love and

excitement I highly enjoyed this in my leisure time. The story is based up on a dystropic society and

the author's power of pure imagination is well displayed throughout this story. The main character

Gwyn realizes that things are not as what it seems. Soon she finds out the city is much more than

she could have imagined and she is about to find out about the monsters. A wonderful compilation

by Watson. Recommended!

OH MY FREAK'IN GOSH!! Seriously this book! I remember like it was yesterday. I had read through

this book like a freaking maniac and was speechless by the time I was done. There were times I

would just get up and walk away from my kindle to go for a little walk. I mean I've read books from

the Dystopian genre before, and will probably continue to do so as they are a dime a dozen, but

Tara Brown, or A.E. Watson for her Y.A. pen name, is just crazy good at drawing you into the book's

world and the character's emotions that you really get lost when reading. Imaginations is about a

world where the people live without yesterdays. They live by repetition so that habits form routine

and guid their life since they have not memories. The people are reset every night so that there is

peace in the world, which the society see as a Utopia. Now as a history major and enthusiast since

forever you could see how this world creeps the heck out of me. However the reader is shown

quickly that all may not be as squeaky clean in the world as the society would believe. Gwyn is the

character whom the reader is shown the world through, she is naive and thinks the world is as it

should be and that the last city of men is good, but she meets a boy and has a . . . memory! Oh the

horror! Things go cray cray from there and it's a great mess that you just have to read to

understand. Overall I seriously can't help but not recommend this book and it's sequel Duplicities

enough to my friends. I love Tara Brown and all her books, but her YA. persona are a thing of

wonder. Her YA.books are clean but sooo edgy that you are always enraptured and emotionally raw

after reading her books one can't help but share about her books, if only to make someone else feel

like you do so you can commiserate together. Take my huge fan advice and try out her books, the

prices are great and you won't be disappointed and if you are then . . . my bad. But seriously if you

want Dystopian, love triangle mess with adventure, face paced confusion thriller and "OMG! That

did not just happen!?!" moments this will be your book.------Read more of my reviews at: [...]



I love dystopian novels but if I havenÃ¢Â€Â™t read the blurb for this book beforehand, I would stop

reading it at first chapter. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s written very disconnected and I couldnÃ¢Â€Â™t get into it. I

kept reading it solely because the blurb was promising. It got better towards the end but only

slightly. The world building wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t there for me so it was hard to understand Gwyn.
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